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Abstract
Purpose: The COVID-19 crisis has shown that the global supply chains are not as resilient as
expected. First investigations indicate that the main contributing factor is a lack of visibility
into the supply chain's lower tiers. Simultaneously, the willingness to share data in the supply
chain is low as companies mainly consider their data as proprietary. However, large amounts
of data are available on the internet. The amount of this data is steadily increasing; however,
the problem remains, that this data is hardly structured. Therefore, this paper investigates
current approaches to use this data for supply chain transparency and derives further research
directions.
Methodology: The paper uses a systematic review of the literature followed by content
analysis. The research process further follows established frameworks in the literature and is
subdivided into distinct stages.
Findings: Descriptive and clustering results show a fragmented research field, where current
approaches disconnect from prior research. We classify the methods using a simple taxonomy
and show developments from rule-based to supervised techniques and horizontal to vertical
mining approaches. The techniques with rule-based-matching procedures mainly suffer from
low recall. The current approaches do not satisfy yet essential requirements on supply chain
mapping based on natural language.
Originality: To the best of the authors' knowledge, no prior research has been attempted to
review textual data usage for supply chain mapping. Therefore, this paper's main contribution
is to fill this gap and add further evidence to the use of data-driven supply chain management
methods.
Keywords 1
Natural Language Processing, Supply Chain Mapping, Systematic Literature Review, Supply
Chain Management

1. Introduction
The COVID 19 pandemic has been a great challenge for supply chains. This situation can be
described aptly by using one product: Toilet paper. According to a recent study, many customers
regularly faced empty shelves during the pandemic. The central issue [1] identified was not hoarding
purchases but rather a lack of responsiveness in institutional supply chains, which proved incompatible
with private value chains. However, the disruptions caused by the pandemic were not limited to
individual products but severely disrupted whole industries such as the food supply chain [2, 3]. Even
many large and globally-oriented companies ran into trouble. Fiat, for example, had to shut down
temporarily one plant in Serbia at the beginning of February because procurement could not get
essential parts from China. Simultaneously, many other original equipment manufacturers (OEM) in
the automotive area reported dangerously low inventory levels from different production sites [4].
Global supply chains did not respond well to the pandemic's effects, but the question arises why the
effects were so drastic. To take appropriate and effective measures against supply risks, information
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about the supply chain needs to be present. Studies indicate, however, that companies often have a
severe lack of knowledge about their value chains' deeper tiers. According to a Resilinc field study,
70 % of companies were still manually investigating whether they had indirect suppliers in China's
affected region at the end of January 2020 [5], and even multinationals are often not aware of their
dependency on inputs from Asia [6]. A very recent study about the pandemic's impact showed that
about half of german logistics service providers have poor or very poor knowledge about their supplier's
supplier [7]. A 2019 survey demonstrated that only 8 % of companies in the apparel industry could
trace their products back to their origin [8], and The Sustainability Consortium argues that more than
80 % of consumer goods manufacturers have no or only minimal information about their suppliers'
sustainability activities [9].
With the lack of supply chain information, further threats for companies arise besides the
management of challenges caused by the pandemic. An increasing number of end-customers want to
know where their products come from and value insights into the value chain's social practices [10].
Violations of social or environmental standards increase reputational risks as customers hold companies
responsible also for their supply chains [11]. Following this development, companies face growing
regulatory pressure to act strictly according to corresponding standards [12], of which the planned
Supply Chain Act in Germany is one recent example [13].
Although drivers towards supply chain information are strongly present, the gap to industry practice
remains. The issue stems from multiple barriers: On the one hand, companies mainly consider
information about their supply chain as proprietary and are therefore cautious about sharing it with
others [6]. On the other hand, gaining and exploring the supply chain data can also be quite challenging
because value chains have become increasingly global and complex. Collecting the data is also not
sufficient alone by itself. Studies generally recommend an approach known as supply chain mapping to
aggregate the supply chain data and inform strategic decision-making [14]. For example, one recent
study suggested using mapping to prepare for future pandemics [1]. Following this thesis and for the
same reasons mentioned above, obtaining the mapping procedure data remains the most pressing issue
[15].
While direct supply chain data from companies are scarce, vast amounts of data are available on the
internet and the world wide web today. A significant part of this data contains essential information
about the supply chains and competitive position of companies. However, this information is primarily
present in sources, such as web pages, news articles, or social media posts, written in natural language.
The extraction of supply chain information from these sources is challenging; however, recent advances
in natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning appear to create causes for hope. To the
best of the author's knowledge, no attempt is present, systematically identifying and analyzing the
approaches for extracting supply chain information from natural language texts. Therefore, the article's
target is to determine appropriate methods, compare them accordingly, and provide further research
suggestions. Thus, to address the problem, we formulate the following three research questions, which
we address in this publication:
• RQ1: What approaches exist for extracting supply chain information based on natural language
text?
• RQ2: How can the identified approaches be compared and evaluated?
• RQ3: What are the limitations of the identified approaches, and what further research is needed?

2. Related work
We very briefly introduce and further elaborate on essential concepts in the context of supply chains.
These concepts will help the reader as a groundwork when reading the later stages of the review.

2.1.

Supply Chains

Supply chains consist of companies and the linkages between them [16]. From a focal company's
perspective, these relations can be either upstream on the supply side or downstream on the demand
side [17]. From the members and links between them emerges a supply network, which has two

structural dimensions. The horizontal dimension refers to the number of tiers across the whole supply
chain, whereas the vertical dimension refers to the number of suppliers/customers at each level [16].
Supply Chain Management (SCM) can be defined as the “integration of key business processes from
end user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information that add value for
customers and other stakeholders” [16].
The global supply chains were subject to significant structural changes in the past centuries. Cost
savings potentials of 50 % and more, accompanied by digital innovations, have led to intensive
offshoring of production capacities to low-wage countries [18, 19]. This lead to globally distributed
value chains. Concurrent a continuing trend toward greater modularization of product structures served
to manage increasing product complexity and realize further cost-saving potential [20, 21]. As a result,
many Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) significantly reduced the number of direct suppliers,
which outsourced value creation by themselves, making the supply chains more complicated in the
process [22, 23].
The pandemic impressively questioned the resilience of global supply chains. [24] define Supply
Chain Resilience as the capability to “react to and recover from a disruptive event, and to regain
performance by absorbing negative impacts”. Regarding the pandemic, a recent study found that risk
management in supply chains (SCRM) significantly improved supply chain resilience [25] as
appropriate SCRM increases responsiveness by identifying risks on time, assessing and controlling
them on an ongoing basis [26, 27]. However, the lack of transparency in supply chains is one primary
barrier to the successful implementation of SCRM [28].

2.2.

Supply Chain Visibility

In the academic literature, sharing and access to information in supply chains are primarily discussed
under two related terms: visibility and transparency. Having visibility into the supply chain means for
companies having ”access to timely, high-quality, and useful supply chain information” [29]. However,
the term is not consistently defined. In contrast, supply chain transparency is commonly referred to as
disclosing information to others (i. e., suppliers' names) [30]. Visibility and transparency are often used
interchangeably. By taking into account the above definitions, we offer a simple distinction: one
company's transparency is another company's visibility and represent two sides of the same coin.
However, transparency and visibility levels are generally low in today's supply chains. One important
aspect is that companies see their supply chain information as proprietary and are unwilling to share it.
Mainly this is because companies fear losing bargaining power or the danger of being cut out [31].
One solution is using track and trace technologies, sometimes with advanced concepts, such as the
blockchain, to address trust issues [32]. However, this approach is often limited to supply chains with
a substantial power gap between one actor and the upstream supply chain, through which this actor can
force the supply chain to participate [33]. Furthermore, track and tracing products through material
transformation remains challenging. Additionally, track and trace technologies are limited to specific
parts of the supply chain companies already know, but [34] proved that critical nexus suppliers could
appear anywhere in a supply network, potentially leading to severe effects [35].

2.3.

Natural Language Processing

The research field of NLP has been a very active subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) for the past
years. The role of NLP within AI-systems is often to derive structured information from semi-structured
sources. With new deep neural network architectures, many simple NLP tasks significantly improved
in performance. This development will further enable the technical systems to reach the ultimate goal
of fully understanding human language. [36] consequently define NLP as “computer systems that
analyze, attempt to understand, or produce one or more human languages”. To explain what happens in
an NLP-system, [37] suggested taking a bottom-up approach to the different human language levels
(c. p. Figure 1). Morphology is the first stage in textual analysis and refers to the study of various word
forms. One common application in NLP is to normalize the text's words to their stem or root forms.
Syntax, on the other hand, looks at the structure of sentences and how these are formed. One regular
use would be to identify the subject, verb, or objects in a given sentence. Lastly, Semantics is concerned

with the meaning of words and sentences. A typical application is to identify specific noun phrases,
such as Persons, Organizations, which is also referred to as Named-Entity-Recognition (NER) and is a
subtask of information extraction (IE). Lastly, identifying semantic relations between words, such as
supplier relations between companies, is a subtask of relation extraction (RE).
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Figure 1: Bottom-up approach of linguistic analysis (Adapted from [37])

2.4.

Supply Chain Mapping

Supply Chain Mapping “focuses on how goods, information, and money flow in both the upstream
and downstream directions and through a firm” [14]. While the purpose of supply chain maps is
strategic, they differentiate from other process mapping approaches by a higher level of detail and the
extension from an intra-company to an inter-company perspective. There is no accepted mapping
convention; however, [14] described feasible characteristics of a supply chain map, such as the number
of tiers, the direction, length of the supply chain, and spatial representation. [15] further elaborates the
concept and suggests that mapping needs to pragmatically balance complexity and information needs,
and conclude that the supply chain map should focus on tier one to three. Additionally, [15] introduces
the idea that a supply chain map should include information besides the network's suppliers and
customers. They highlight the identification of suppliers' customers, which could be potential
competitors or the customer's supplier, leading to potential alliance opportunities. Following up this
line of thought [38] suggests a new structural supply chain mapping model. This model distinguishes
between a vertical mapping dimension, which contains supplier-customer relations, and a horizontal
mapping dimension, including competitors and complementors. These mapping dimensions should not
be confused with the classical supply chain dimensions (c. p. chapter 2.1). In this article, we adopt the
model from [38] to compare the identified mapping approaches using NLP. Figure 2 displays a
simplified version of this structural model (limited to one tier).
[39] suggest essential requirements and challenges for an NLP-based supply chain mapping solution
(c. p. Table 1). They recommend an approach to cover a supply relationship's respective direction. As
a company usually supplies another company only for particular products or services, specific relations
need to be included. Supply relations change in the course of time, which means that companies are
forming new links and dropping others. The transitivity requirement reflects whether the method can
draw valid inferences over multiple supply relationships for one specific end-product. Moreover, it is
important to take into account companies having multiple roles in the network simultaneously. Finally,
the approach should provide the results on different aggregation levels (i. e., company, product- or
industry-specific).
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Figure 2: Structural Supply Chain Mapping model (adapted from [38])
Furthermore, [39] propose four primary challenges related to the data input. First, the relevant supply
chain information is most likely available in different languages. Information written in natural
language will almost certainly also contain wrong or ambiguous information. Therefore, an approach
needs to take into account instruments for ensuring and accessing information quality. Data is also
always limited in two important ways: On the one hand, the data containing relevant information might
be scarce, depending on the data type. On the other hand, the amount of positive data available for
generating either heuristics or training classifiers is also limited due to limited manual capacity. Lastly,
the low-recall-problem is particularly challenging for information extraction in NLP-solutions. Mainly,
this is because natural language is complex and multi-faceted. Overlooking some potentially critical
supply relations, especially if this information presents itself in the data, is strongly undesirable from a
risk perspective.
Table 1
Requirements and challenges for an NLP-based Mapping solution [39]
Supply Chain Requirements

Data Challenges

Directed relations
Product/ service specific relations
Dynamics of relations
Transitivity of relations
Multiple company roles
Location
Different aggregation levels

Multiple languages
Imperfect / Ambiguous information
Limited data availability
Low Recall

3. Methodology
The present study adopts a systematic literature review approach to address the research questions.
We used the methodological framework based on the concept initially outlined by [40] for our review
and considered the recommendations for further improvement of the methodology made by [41]. Lastly,
we took into account practical considerations as suggested by [42].

The study followed five steps:
1. Identification of the Research Questions / Scope of the Inquiry
2. Identification of Relevant Studies
3. Selection of Studies
4. Charting the Data
5. Collating, Summarizing, and Reporting the Results
First, we assembled a study team with context expertise, including participants with experience in
SCM and NLP and performing systematic literature reviews. We discussed the research questions and
scope of the inquiry and removed potential ambiguities. We found no single database covering all
existing relevant scientific literature, so we combined different sources to form a more robust approach.
We chose the two largest meta-databases, SCOPUS and Web of Science (WoS). These cover in
conjunction a wide range of scientific literature. Nevertheless, some limitations in terms of over-and
under-representation of countries and languages still exist [43]. We added a search strategy via Google
Scholar to address limitations because it provides an alternative page rank retrieval strategy to identify
relevant studies. Additionally, we implemented a forward- and backward search strategy for all relevant
publications later in the review. Figure 3 shows the utilized databases and the search terms with the
logical link between them.
Search-Terms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

natural language processing
text processing
text analy*
text mining
AND
supply chain
supply network
value chain
value network
logistic*

Databases

OR

Scopus

Web of Science
OR

Google Scholar

Figure 3: Database choices and logical link between search terms
We excluded the term logistic regression from the review because it caused many false-positive
results in the search query. We carried out the initial search on August 05, 2020, with no further
constraints on the time horizon. We searched Google Scholar using only the first 100 hits, which were
prior sorted by relevance and imported all results into Citavi 6 for further analysis. We checked for
duplications based on Title, Year, and Authors and removed entries if all three criteria matched.
Following the duplication check, we performed a two-stage screening process beginning with a
Titel-Abstract-Screening. We excluded studies with no apparent connection to SCM or NLP. Also, we
excluded studies in languages other than English due to limited translation capacity. We removed all
literature reviews, which used NLP as a clustering method when these studies did not focus on the
extraction of supply relations. In vague cases, we included the publication for further analysis. We
computed inter-rater reliability and found Cohens Cappa to be 0.7, which we interpreted as substantial
agreement [44]. Figure 4 displays detailed information on the selection and screening process. We
coded all records in Citavi 6 and exported the data to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.
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fulltext-screening

3 removed as duplicates
96 records not relevant
8 not obtainable

12 records for
analysis

Figure 4: PRISMA Flowchart of the study selection process [45]

4. Results
Table 2 shows the list of the twelve relevant identified publications. Descriptive analysis reveals that
two-thirds of the publications are articles published at conferences, emphasizing the field's prematurity.
On the timescale, it appears that two periods of primary research interest exist, one around 2010, and
another started a few years later.

4.1.

Cluster Analysis

We decided to perform a deeper cluster analysis from the observation of two visually identifiable
clusters on the timescale. We evaluated the bibliographic coupling [57] and obtained the cluster by
visually analyzing the resulting network. This method treats two documents as much as linked as both
cite the same publications. Accordingly, this method is backward-looking and therefore fixed because
future publications do not change the results. We visualized the resulting network using Gephi, an opensource graph visualization tool [58]. Figure 5 shows the results of the cluster analysis. The coupling
analysis reveals and confirms the research field's strong fragmentation: First, it shows the publications
separate into two clusters, in which they refer to different literature as knowledge bases. Second, the
clusters are only weakly coupled themselves except for publications from the same authors. The
publications in cluster A center around 2010 and are somewhat connected. Two articles that appear
central in this cluster have the most interconnections with other publications [51, 53]. Thematically,
publications in cluster A are mainly concerned with the extraction of horizontal supply chain mapping
items, specifically competitors. With one exception [46], the publications in cluster B are more recent.
In contrast, this newer research appears only very weakly coupled around two publications [39, 56].
Publications in cluster B contrast to A, are more concerned with the extraction of vertical supply chain
mapping items.

Table 2
List of publications for NLP-based supply chain mapping
Source

Authors

Year

Title

Type

[46]

Bao et al.
Pant &
Sheng

2008

Journal

[48]

Ma et al.

2009

[49]

Xia et al.

2010

[50]

Zhao et al.

2010

[51]

Ma et al.

2011

Competitor Mining with the Web
Avoiding Blind Spots: Competir Identification Using
Web Text and Linkage Structure
Discovering Company Revenue Relations from
News: A Network Approach
Mining Commercial Networks from Online Financial
News
Business Relations in the Web: Semantics and a
Case Study
Mining Competitor Relationships from Online
News: A Network-Based Approach
Semi-supervised Statistical Inference for Business
Entities Extraction and Business Relations Discovery
Mining Suppliers from Online News Documents
Company relation Extraction from Web News
Articles for Analyzing Industry Structure
Modeling Company Risk and Importance in Supply
Graphs
Towards Automatically Generating Supply Chain
Maps from Natural Language Text
Extracting Supply Chain Maps from News Articles
Using Deep Neural Networks

[47]

[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[39]
[56]

4.2.

Lau &
Zhang
Wei et al.
Yamamoto
et al.
Carstens et
al.
Wichmann
et al.
Wichmann
et al.

2009

2011
2013
2017
2017
2018
2020

Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Journal

Content Analysis

As mentioned above, [38] suggested differentiating between horizontal and vertical mapping.
Because the approaches can be broadly assigned to either of these classes, we use this distinction to
structure the following section. All identified works are conceptual and have an additional case study
part, which verifies the concepts. Therefore, we briefly summarize the appropriate methods for each
mapping dimension and recognize the work's limitations for each publication.

4.2.1. Horizontal Mining Approaches
[46] provide an approach called "CoMiner". Originating from a focal company, the method extracts
and ranks potential competitors. As the first step, the algorithm uses pre-defined linguistic patterns to
construct queries sent to a search engine (in this case: Google API) and then extracts competitor names
from the received candidate webpages using the same linguistic patterns mentioned above. The
CoMiner utilizes metrics as the competitor names quantity of appearances on the webpages to rank the
identified competitors. In addition to competitor names, the CoMiner extracts competitor domains by
querying the search engine with the focal company's name and potential competitors and searching for
common noun phrases as domain candidates. The authors validate the algorithm with a manual
annotated gold standard resulting in a precision of 83.3 % and a recall of 54.6 %. The significant
limitations of CoMiner are twofold: First, using pre-defined rules for candidate identification is
generally knowledge-intensive. However, human language is complex and fixed rules can hardly cover
all cases, leading to a low recall. Second, the algorithm largely relies on third-party search engines and
the retrieved webpages' quality. If the web pages do not contain competitor relationships, the method
introduces noisy data into the results.

Figure 5: Literature clustering based on bibliographic coupling
In contrast to the content-related approach mentioned above, [47] develop a link-based competitor
identification approach, which follows the assumption, that companies and their competitors are more
likely to be linked in their web sources. The authors use companies from the Russel 3000 index and
extract the companies' webpages from Yahoo Finance. The method first extracts three metrics of
similarity based on link structure. Links to (In-links) the identified companies on another page may
indicate demand-side substitutability and, therefore, potentially a competitive relation. The authors
obtain this metric utilizing a third-party API. Links from (Out-links) different of the companies'
webpages to a third company’s webpage may indicate that both firms provide similar products or
services and therefore indicate demand-side substitutability. The authors get the metric by utilizing a
web crawler for each of the identified companies' websites. Last, the authors use the similarity between
companies websites' content as a metric because the company's website offers a description of the
products and services and can again indicate demand-side substitutability. Also, the authors use an
external API to obtain a gold standard for the identified companies from the Russel 3000 index. The
authors create different supervised learning models from this training data for predicting competitor
relationships between the recognized companies. Evaluation of the best performing algorithm (Decision
Tree) shows Precision of 0.79 % and Recall of 0.71 %. Although this approach uses a supervised
learning approach to circumvent one major limitation of [46] in the form of rule-based identification,
this approach suffers from several shortcomings. First, the method is limited to public-traded companies
in the Russel 3000 index and can only detect competitors in the same index. Next, the gold standard
(competitor companies) used for training rests solemnly on an external API. Consequently, the authors
provide no indicator of the internal validity of the training data. Finally, the chosen metric may contain
noisy data, as links between websites may also have other than competitive relations such as supplierbuyer relationships.
Another competitor mining approach is presented by [51]. This work supersedes and sums up some
of the authors' prior work [48, 59]. The authors base the method on assuming that parallel citations of

companies in news documents indicate business relationships and that structural information in the
resulting network can conclude a competitive relationship. The authors retrieve business news articles
from Yahoo! Finance and rely on the fact that Yahoo ordered each news document to a specific
company. Also, the authors use the fact that Yahoo called each mentioned company to its stock ticker,
which simplifies the identification of companies in the text. The algorithm then leverages a third-party
API to generate a gold standard of competitors for each identified company and uses an artificial neural
network for training and evaluation. The reported precision of the method is 26.8 %, and recall is 22 %.
The work uses news documents combined with a supervised learning approach; however, this work
suffers from significant limitations. First, the proposed method is heavily dependent on the quality and
availability of third-party APIs such as Yahoo Finance, which may change at any time, leaving the
technique ineffective. Second, the approach does not extend to other news documents from different
sources, which do not tag the companies explicitly in some form. Third and most substantial, the
structural network attributed seems to have low predictive power for competitive relationships. The
work's basic assumption that parallel mentions in news documents necessarily imply business
relationships is very strong and might, in some cases, introduce noisy data.
[49] introduce the “CoNet” system, which employs simple lexical rules to identify business entities
and their relations entirely based on the news articles' content. The authors collect news articles from
Google Finance and utilize NLP techniques to identify “commercial entities” and their competitive and
cooperative relationships. The authors evaluated the method by a subsample of 600 news articles, which
they annotated manually. Entity tagging reaches a precision of 81 % and a recall of 61 %, while
relationship extraction has a precision of 92 % and a recall of 67 %. [49] present the earliest work based
entirely on news articles' content for entity recognition and relation extraction. Furthermore, the
horizontal business relation is extended from competitive business relations to cooperative relations
also. However, the work suffers primarily from low recall, which is a general issue of rule-based
approaches, as described above. A similar approach is presented by [52], which extracts business
entities and their respective competitive and cooperative relationships entirely content-based. The
authors extend the basic NLP techniques by statistical considerations, which significantly improves the
Business Entity Identification's performance. A more recent paper by [54] also attempts to extract
company-to-company relations from the content of text focusing on cooperative and competitive
business relations. In contrast to the approaches above, the authors use distant supervision for relation
extraction, a combination of supervised learning with manual labels. The authors only report precision,
which is 67 % for cooperative and 81 % for competitive relations. Although the authors use a supervised
technique to address the restriction of rule-based approaches, the work suffers from one main limitation.
Using manually crafted training sentences for training (distant training) is knowledge-intensive in the
same way rule-based systems lead to a potentially low recall.
Summary:
The analysis of horizontal mining approaches shows two broad categories: content-based and linkbased procedures. Link-based methods have solely utilized supervised learning techniques. Most
content-based systems focused on rule-based approaches; however, the study shows a tendency towards
data-driven strategies in more recent years and a more detailed breakdown into further categories other
than pure competitive relations.

4.2.2. Vertical Mining Approaches
[53] present the first known work that solely focuses on the extraction of supply (and customer)
relationships. The method rests on the basic assumption that news documents contain essential
information about supply and customer relations between companies. The authors collect the source
documents from Reuters and restrict company names to the Financial Times Global 500 in 2011. The
researcher subdivides their proposed method into three steps. First, the algorithm divides the documents
into sentences by using shallow NLP techniques and then classified the sentences into either containing
a supply relationship or not. In the following classification step, the approach classifies the direction of
the known relation as either supply or customer side. Both classification tasks employ a supervised
learning approach. The authors generate this training data by manual annotation. In this regard,

annotating only those sentences, which contain at least two or more companies, provides a notable
reduction of possible candidate sentences. Finally, 93 tagged sentences served as positive training data
and as the gold standard. Afterward, the method uses an additional classification step, whether the
relationship is true or not. The evaluation shows precision to be 46 %, recall 66 % for the first and
precision of 84 %, and recall 56 % for the second classification step. The first substantial limitation in
this work is the relatively low amount of training data, potentially leading to low precision or recall.
Second and even more significant, the authors omit a company identification step in their work.
Consequential company names need to be known beforehand, which is knowledge-intensive.
Furthermore, this limits the method's explorative potential as it cannot detect previously unknown
companies. Third, the last classification step's role appears cosmetic and unneeded if the first two steps'
accuracy would already deliver acceptable performance.
Similarly, [55] employs a content-based supervised learning technique to extract a supply chain
graph from news articles or filings from the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC). In contrast to
[53], the method incorporates a company identification step provided by a third-party API. The
algorithm then identifies candidate sentences with two or more companies; however, the technique
includes additional linguistic rules to reduce candidate sentences further. The authors use Mechanical
Turk to generate training data for a logistic regression model. The evaluation shows a precision of 76 %
and recall of 46 %. Although the approach addresses some of the limitations of [53], the solutions offer
restrictions themselves. The authors rely on the performance of a third-party API to identify companies.
A poor-performing API can potentially increase the workload for annotation to reach a critical amount
of training data and lead to a systematic failure to recognize individual companies (low recall). The
integration of linguistic rules in the prefiltering of candidate sentences for annotation is knowledgeintensive and makes the method even more vulnerable to low-recall. Lastly, Mechanical Turk's use is
potentially costly and requires additional verification steps, which the authors do not propose.
[39, 56] presents a substantial work referring to vertical supply chain mining. In a first and more
conceptual work [39], derive requirements that a vertical mining approach should satisfy. The authors
chose Toyotas supply chain as a case study and extracted the business entities and their relations based
on simple pre-defined lexico-syntactic rules. The researcher used a private automotive industry database
as the gold standard. The evaluation did not report a recall but showed a precision of 67 %.
In [56], the authors present a more sophisticated approach addressing many of the limitations above.
The authors formalize the problem of detecting supply chain relations in a textual document via a simple
two-step approach: First, the method detects business entities in the text if three well-reported open
source libraries for NER-tagging show agreement. Second, the system classifies the relationship
between these entities via a multi-class supervised learning approach. The researcher generates a corpus
by randomly drawing from several publicly available news corpora to train the learning algorithm. The
random drawing has the advantage that it potentially increases the method's generalizability to
previously unseen data. Seven independent human annotators labeled the sentences, and subsequent,
the authors report promising validity results on the inter-and intra-rater agreement. However, because
the number of labeled sentences from annotation is still low, the authors incorporate additional labeled
data from other sources (distant supervision). The authors used a BiLSTM deep neural network as a
state-of-the-art algorithm with word embeddings obtained from the GloVe dataset. The authors used
the ground truth of the annotated corpus for evaluation. The best performing algorithm's precision
ranged between 33 % and 85 %, the recall between 22 % and 85 %.
Finally, the authors propose a simple method to integrate results into a “supply chain map” by
merging the relationships and company names from different sentences. Although the approach
presented by [56] addresses many of the limitations of prior works, especially regarding the corpus
generation, the work suffers from substantial limitations. First, the introduction of additional labeled
data (distant supervision) may lead to “so called ‘overfitting’ and result in false positives if the classifier
is applied to previously unseen data” [56, p. 8]. Second, the combination of different NER techniques
to detect company names may introduce additional noise in the model, which the current evaluation
does not (even) cover. Third, the authors use a complex single-step but six-class classification schema
instead of multi-step but less complicated classification steps. Using many classes can be problematic
when the amount of training data is low. However, multi-class classification generally requires an even
more tremendous amount of labeled data to be of similar accuracy. Moreover, [53] contrasts this choice
because they show that a multi-step but binary classification procedure delivers adequate performance.

Last [50] presents the only work known to the authors that address horizontal and vertical
relationships in one approach. Founding on prior work [60], the researcher developed an ontology that
contains competitive, cooperative, supply, and sale relationships; however, the researcher presents no
case study of a resulting relationship mining approach.
Summary:
The scientific work on the mining of vertical business relationships is of a more recent nature. All
approaches we observe in the literature are content-based, and the majority use supervised learning
techniques to identify business relations. When compared with the essential Supply Chain Mapping
requirements (c. p. section 2.4), no approaches fulfill even the basic requirements. Furthermore, the
techniques show a surprising homogeneity among each other (c. p. Table 3). However, we observe
significant differences in the methods and showed that they contain considerable limitations.
Table 3
Match with supply chain mapping requirements
Requirements
Directed relations
Product/service-specific relations
Dynamic relations
End-product / Transitivity of relations
Multiple company roles
Location
Different aggregation levels
*no dropout of outdated relations

[53]

[55]

[39]

[56]

yes
no
partly*
no
no
no
one

yes
no
partly*
no
no
no
one

yes
no
partly*
no
no
no
one

yes
no
partly*
no
no
no
one

Table 4
Taxonomy of Supply Chain Mining Approaches
Source

Year

Supply Chain Mapping
Horizontal

[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[39]
[56]
∑

4.3.

2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011
2011
2013
2017
2017
2018
2020

Vertical

Relation reference
Content

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

Rule

Supervised

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

7

Link

Relation identification

x
x
x
5

x
x
x
x
x
x
8

x
x
x
x
x
x

3

4

x
6

Taxonomy

From the content analysis, we finally propose a simple taxonomy for NLP-based supply chain
mapping approaches, which may be either horizontal, vertical, or both, base the relation on content or
links, and identify the relation by either rule-based or supervised classification. Table 4 displays the
identified literature with the classification. The majority of the approaches address horizontal supply
chain mapping based on content rather than links and supervised learning techniques for classification.

However, visually emerges a development from horizontal to vertical approaches and from link to
content-based methods. The classification techniques appear to be supervised rather than rule-based in
recent years.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
We presented the first article to identify and analyze NLP-based supply chain mapping approaches
with a systematic literature review to the best of our knowledge. We identified twelve supply chain
mapping techniques in the literature (RQ 1) and showed that research is in an early stage, as only a few
publications in established journals could be found. Moreover, our results highlight a fragmented
research field on the timescale and concerning the conceptual knowledge bases. The recent advances in
machine learning and NLP may explain the new emergence of a research cluster because they triggered
new research interests. However, the scientific basis fragmentation limits the more recent approaches'
ability to “learn” from prior research’s strengths and pitfalls. Simultaneously there seems to be
ambiguity about the scientific foundation for supply chain mapping approaches.
Nevertheless, we observed strong conceptual similarities in the approaches and proposed a simple
taxonomy from our analysis (RQ 2). Our results highlight a development from link- and rule-based
horizontal mapping methods to content-based and supervised vertical mapping techniques.
Additionally, this scheme can serve as a template for identifying, describing, and structuring future
works.
In our content analysis, we identified and highlighted significant methodical and conceptual
limitations. Significantly, the advanced supervised learning approaches did not show substantial
performance improvements in precision and recall over rule-based systems. These results seem counterintuitive, as we would expect at least significant advances in recall. We suggest future research to
elaborate on criteria for good data quality and the annotation phase's performance. Furthermore, the
approaches do not comply with essential supply chain mapping requirements (RQ 3) from a conceptual
perspective. We suggest that further research considers additional requirements such as product or
service-specific relations or the supply chain dynamics. Also, we observed no integration between
vertical and horizontal mapping techniques. We propose that future methods integrate supply relations
with other business relations into a more holistic framework for supply chain mapping. Lastly, the case
studies in the identified publication focused solely on large companies. However, companies get smaller
in the upstream direction of the supply chain. We suggest future research to validate whether and to
what extend NLP-based supply chain mapping approaches can detect small and medium-sized
companies across different industries.
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